BUILD A BIKE CARD GAME RULES

OBJECTIVE:
Be the player that builds the most bikes with the highest point value.

Must have the following cards to build a bike:

One tire card, One Frame card, One Seat card, One Handle Bar card and one Helmet card.

HOW TO PLAY:

1.) Shuffle the cards. Deal out 6 cards to each player.
2.) Youngest goes first, play moves to the left
3.) The player has three possible choices of how to move next:
   a. Take a card from the top of the deck and discard one
   b. Ask any player to “Fan-em”. After player fans cards so
      that no one can see them, pick any card from their hand and replace it with one of yours.
   c. If you have a Go-To bike shop card you can go through the discarded pile or the rest of the
      deck and take one card. The Go-To bike shop card is then discarded.

4.) Once a player has collected the cards to make a bike including the helmet card. Their bike is built
    and they place it face up in front of them. If they have any bonus cards they can add to the score and
    can be laid down also.

5.) After laying down the bike parts cards, Helmet card and any bonus cards the player then picks
    up the same amount of cards from the deck and tries to build the next bike.

6.) Play continues till the complete deck has been gone through.

7.) Each player that built bikes counts up their score and deducts any Set-Back cards. The player
    with the highest points wins!

Special notes:
A) If the game is played through the complete deck and no bikes were built, each player keeps their cards from the hand, 
   reshuffles the cards from the discard pile and play resumes.
B) If a player builds a bike and tries to pick up their next 5 or 6 cards and there are not enough cards to complete the hand,
   the game is over. The player that was trying to pick up the cards from the deck does not have to use the cards that are
   left since they cannot make a full hand.
C) If a player builds a bike and picks up the last 5 or 6 cards from the deck each player has one turn to ask a player
   to fan-em to try to build their last bike. Then the game is over.

Options:

Tournament Play can be done by playing say 5-10 games in a row and keeping track of the score of each player.
The highest score in the tournament wins.